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Elevator pitch 
 

Importance of regulation for student learning 
From a social constructivist perspective, it is widely accepted that students benefit significantly from actively 

constructing their own understanding (Power, 2016). Self-regulated learning (SRL) is an active, constructive 

process where students set goals for their learning and then attempt to monitor, regulate, and control their 

cognitions, motivation, and behavior, guided and constrained by their goals and the contextual features in the 

environment (Pintrich, 2000). Empirical evidence has shown that SRL is of great value for students' academic 

success (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2000). Moreover, SRL underpins the principles of networked learning designs, such 

as a focus on the perceived value of learning for the individual learner and critical reflexivity (NLEC, 2021) As a 

result, SRL is gaining attention, and teachers in various educational contexts strive to equip students with SRL 

skills to become adaptive learners and employees (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). Pintrich's (2000) model of SRL 

suggests that students must deal with four phases and four areas for regulation. The four phases of regulation 

include forethought, planning and activation, monitoring, control, and reaction and reflection. The four areas for 

regulation include cognition (e.g., knowledge activation, knowledge of strategies), motivation and affect (e.g., 

achievement goals, achievement attributions, self-efficacy), behavior (e.g., time, effort), and context (resources, 

social context). 

 

Social perspectives on student regulation 
The theory of SRL has evolved to include social and interactive aspects of learning (Panadero, 2017). In networked 

learning contexts, this social perspective on SRL becomes highly relevant as learners view human relationships 

as central to their learning and position collective inquiry and meaning-making as key learning activities for 

professionalization (NLEC, 2021). In collaborative settings, group members must work together, establish 

common ground, and share their task perceptions, strategies, and goals. This is known as SSRL (Socially Shared 

Regulation of Learning), which merges individual and social processes (Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013). The SSRL 

model (see Figure 1) proposes three modes of regulation in collaborative settings: SRL (Self-Regulation), CoRL 

(Co-Regulation), and SSRL (Shared Regulation). SRL refers to the individual learner's regulatory actions, CoRL 

refers to the affordances and constraints that stimulate strategic planning, enactment, reflection, and adaptation, 

and SSRL occurs when deliberate, strategic, and transactive planning, task enactment, reflection, and adaptation 

are taken within a group. 
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Figure 1: Socially Shared Regulation Model, adapted from Järvelä and Hadwin (2013) 

 

Student regulation in online learning groups  
Students in online courses are responsible for their learning as they decide when, where, and how long to access 

the learning materials (McMahon & Oliver, 2001). Therefore, regulation of learning is essential when taking 

online courses (Wijekumar et al., 2006), and more attention to understanding student regulation in online higher 

education is crucial (Eggers et al., 2021). In informal learning contexts, such as networked learning, using digital 

technologies to support learning is a core regulation skill that shapes the students’ learning behaviour (Rajagopal 

et al., 2020). The interest in student regulation of online learning goes along with the increasing attention to the 

social well-being of students in online learning settings, partially due to the recent COVID-19 pandemic (Vrieling-

Teunter et al., 2021).  

As in F2F learning settings, online learning is becoming increasingly collaborative (Kreijns et al., 2021). Because 

of its relevance for the learner benefits and conditions for learning (van Popta et al., 2017), we include a social 

perspective in our study besides the individual. However, communicating online differs from F2F because it 

interferes with physical cues, essential for social interaction and regulation (Vrieling-Teunter et al., 2022). Kreijns 

et al.'s model (2021; see Figure 2) overcomes social distancing in online learning groups. The model integrates 

social presence (i.e., the degree to which the other person is perceived as physically “real”), social space (i.e., trust 

building between peers), and sociability (i.e., the degree to which the virtual learning environment supports social 

presence and social space). 

 

 
Figure 2: The Social Presence, Sociability, and Social Space Triangle, adapted from Kreijns et al. (2021) 
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Goal of the present study 
 

Although much research has been done on student regulation in F2F settings, more needs to be known about the 

concept in online learning groups such as networks (Vrieling-Teunter et al., 2022). Therefore, we are conducting 

an exploratory study to establish the status quo in this area. During the NLC 2024 round table, we will share our 

findings and discuss the optimal conditions for students’ regulation of learning in online learning groups. Because 

of our background in higher education, the guiding question is: how can we foster student regulation in online 

learning groups within higher education? 

From previous research, we make use of some (preliminary) theoretical frameworks covering concepts that fit our 

guiding question: 

• The model of Järvelä and Hadwin (2013; see Figure 1). 

• The model of Kreijns et al. (2021; see Figure 2). 

• Design principles of networked learning (NLEC, 2021). 

 

How to engage the participants in the discussion? 
 

During the roundtable, the following (preliminary) questions are guiding: 

• How can we improve the sociability of online learning environments to stimulate student regulation in 

online learning groups? 

• Which techniques can we apply to enhance students’ social presence/social space in online learning groups 

during regulation? 

• How can we support the ‘teacher as designer’ in facilitating student regulation in online learning groups? 

In the discussion, we use the three frameworks to indicate the level at which we focus in the conversation to arrive 

at a new conceptual model regarding the regulation of learning in online learning groups. We note the findings in 

the respective frameworks, together with the audience, which we display as posters. 
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